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There’s so much to say about the National Strategy for Higher Education, with its 50,000 (or 
so) words on all the issues facing the sector. Yet one issue tends to be glossed over – 
perhaps because it seems rather obvious. That is, that it’s a National Strategy – a single plan 
for all the 3rd level institutions in Ireland, all working together. Universities no longer just 
make their own plans, but agree them with the HEA, and can be held to their agreements. 
There is now ‘a performance incentive system [and as] a corollary ... institutions that fail to 
deliver on their commitments can expect to suffer financial penalties’.  

This deeper control is new. It’s been feared for many years. Some thought that the ‘free 
fees’ policy associated with Niamh Bhreathnach in the 1990s would result in tighter control, 
that she who paid the piper might insist on calling the tune as well. In fact, this never quite 
happened. The 1997 Act only made modest inroads into university autonomy – by and large 
it supported universities in what they already wanted to do, rather than trying to direct 
them.  

It took the recent financial crisis to bring about a deeper control. More intense financial 
management, inevitable in a recession, has been accompanied by attempts to control 
strategy as well. The crisis is now easing. But this is apparently not to mean an easing of the 
controls, but rather the reverse.  

What’s the problem? Governments, by their nature, are only interested in part of what 
universities do – such as making our students more employable, making money through 
technical innovation, keeping the books properly, and so on. The problem comes when 
government exerts a lot of control. Then they emphasise the activities they care about, and 
everything begins to slide.  

That is when many academics feel that unacceptable changes are being made, that the true 
purpose of universities is being lost – and they’ve begun to say so, in a variety of ways. If our 
jobs are actually defined by the need to make Ireland wealthier, then we’re not really 
academics any more. Turning our students into economically productive citizens is only a 
small part of what we do.  

And stricter work disciplines also chip away at how university staff feel about their jobs. 
Whatever economic benefits may flow from strict line management, workload 
measurement, and performance metrics, the main effect is to make everyone feel 
disempowered, insecure, and spied upon. The university becomes a very different, and 
much less welcoming place.  



Over-elaborate central planning and control, I suggest, is counter-productive. Letting Irish 
universities decide their own strategic direction is the better course. Four reasons.  

Firstly, even if we are only interested in economic well-being, picking and choosing amongst 
university activities is unhelpful. We don’t know what skills are going to be needed, in the 30 
or 40 years most of our graduates will work. We don’t know which of the sciences will turn 
out to be the crucial ones for future technologies. And (to quote Tom Boland) ‘There are no 
major challenges facing the world that do not require both a hard science approach and a 
social science or humanities approach’. No planner can say which university activities – 
whether in teaching or in research – are going to be the economically useful ones. No-one 
knows.  

Secondly, central planners focus on things that they can grasp, such as institutional 
structure and organisation, rather than engaging with the actual motivations and needs of 
the people they are affecting. Universities are treated as simple machines that can be re-
engineered on a whim, with too little attention to the rights and sensibilities of the people 
involved.  

Worse, top-down approaches of that sort always favour bigger and bigger organisations. 
We’re currently seeing the results of this up and down the country, as the managerial faith 
that merging ITs will make them better places encounters grass-roots scepticism on that 
point. Universities have temporarily been spared this. But it was only 3 years ago that 
university mergers too were officially proposed, including a merger of Trinity with UCD. To 
which many of us will say ‘Are they mad or what?’ – and as luck would have it, that was 
precisely what Ruairí Quinn said, if John Walshe’s account is to be believed. But if this type 
of centralised plan is the accepted norm, the university merger idea is bound to resurface 
before long.  

Thirdly, universities aren’t designed to act as tools of public policy, and don’t do it very well. 
Putting constraints on what universities do is easy enough, but making a university actually 
do something it doesn’t want to is much more difficult. How can a government give 
direction to a university? And a relatively poor-funded agency like the HEA can never have a 
very good grasp of universities are up to. Control can never be very comprehensive, and so 
shouldn’t be too detailed.  

What of targeted performance funding, the latest compliance instrument to be tried? 
International evidence suggests that its utility is limited. Make the sums of money large 
enough and it will undoubtedly have some effect, but not always the one desired. 
Universities don’t take orders well. In short, we’re not armies. We rarely do what we are 
told, we find well-defined objectives somewhat constraining, and we don’t know the 
meaning of the word mutiny – we call it ‘reasoned opposition’ instead.  



Fourthly and finally, detailed central planning simply isn’t necessary. By international 
standards, Irish universities are already functioning at a high level, and can’t be expected to 
do much better within their current financial constraints. The Hunt Report is full of praise 
for how Irish universities have performed to date – and yet, bizarrely, insists that they aren’t 
fit to decide their own strategic direction. The same bad argument is used again and again: 
You’ve all done so well when left to make your own decisions – Think how well you’ll do 
when you let someone else take them for you! 

So what direction should new legislation take here? What is being proposed is to put in 
place a national strategy for higher education. I’ve been suggesting that a national strategy 
isn’t what’s needed – rather, what is needed is a national plan to support higher education, 
a plan which recognises that a properly-functioning university system is good for Ireland, 
but which still leaves to the universities the decisions they are best-placed to take. What 
legislation is needed for that?  

Firstly, basic matters of institutional responsibility and competence, financial audit and so 
forth. This was particularly necessary during the financial crisis. But there’s also no denying 
that these controls are already in place. The plea that universities need to ‘accountable’ has 
been used and over-used – as an argument for additional controls on universities, it has 
been just about been used up. We are already ‘accountable’ in every sense that matters, 
and don’t need to surrender further autonomy to demonstrate it. As Ireland emerges from 
the crisis, the case for more and more rigorous control of university funds becomes weaker 
– particularly in relation to funds which did not come by grant from government but from 
private sources.  

Secondly, basic matters of employment rights. The financial crisis and political pressures on 
universities have conspired to make them much more hard-nosed as employers, and this is a 
problem which needs addressing. Here I think there is a case for government initiative, 
though not of the sort we’ve seen up to now.  

So far as those on temporary contracts are concerned, the primary need at present is for 
data. The nature of academic work and of academic career progression seems to be 
changing, in ways that aren’t entirely clear. When we have a significant number of academic 
staff complaining of exploitation, it’s in everyone’s interests to get hard facts on what’s 
actually going on. In all the statistical exercises the HEA conduct, then, a more prominent 
place can surely be given to getting the facts about academic employment conditions, and 
making them public knowledge. 

As for gender equality, we have I think gone far past the fact-finding stage. Women are now 
equal to, or outnumber, men at all levels of the HE system - except the senior ones. There is 
no reason to believe that this problem will simply solve itself if we ignore it long enough. 
The problem is not lack of laws, but lack of official action. The slightest discrepancy in 
university accounts and an official explanation is demanded, but the most glaring failure to 



make senior female appointments, over decades, is ignored. Can we leave this to the courts, 
after the recent success of Dr Sheehy Skeffington before the Equality Tribunal? But that is 
not the way to achieve national change. For an academic to win a case against their own 
university takes a number of things: a great deal of courage, a willingness to take risks 
(personal and financial), and quite a bit of luck. Kudos to Dr Sheehy Skeffington for showing 
all of these. But if we are serious about tackling the problem, we cannot do it on a case-by-
case basis. If there is an area where greater government interest is desirable, this is it. 

Thirdly, as to research, we’re back to areas where universities know their own business best. 
Current government policy relies on identifying which scientific discoveries can immediately 
be monetised – but, as a recent letter signed by almost one thousand Irish researchers 
pointed out, ‘without a continued parallel investment in longer-term, fundamental research 
there will be no discoveries to capitalise on’. And on the arts and humanities side similarly: 
we cannot say with any certainty which projects will benefit Ireland, but we can say with a 
good deal of certainty that a lack of adequate funding will harm the country. Government 
will of course decide for itself how much money can be spent on research, in view of the 
country’s other needs. But micro-managing which research to fund is best left to the 
academics themselves.  

And finally as to teaching, again it is hard to see how much can be done by national plan. 
The Hunt Report here is strong on platitudes – ‘Every student should learn in an 
environment that is informed by research, scholarship and up-to-date practice and 
knowledge’ – but ignores obvious truths, such as that teaching is very much tied to 
individual disciplines and so not really amenable to central direction. In matters of this sort, 
national plans do not help.  

In conclusion, then. Much of the national strategic plan has value: It identifies real 
problems, it discusses (perhaps over-dogmatically) how they might be resolved, it makes a 
valuable contribution. The problem is not so much its content but (as I say) that it is a 
strategic plan, that tries it make us all march in lock step, that the plan’s requirements get 
more detailed with time, and that a significant element of funding is to depend on 
compliance. And other university priorities – advancing knowledge for its own sake, and 
teaching students how to think regardless of whether their future employers would thank 
us for it – are pushed into a subsidiary position.  

And what do the universities have to gain from adherence with the plan? In the long run, 
compliance sends a signal that central control is acceptable, that universities do not value 
their autonomy, that we think the Department knows better than we do how successful 
universities are organised. In short, our reward for compliance will be: further and more 
detailed demands for compliance.  

All this is unnecessary. Universities do not need national plans to tell them what to do. As a 
rule, university staff don’t need to be prodded and pushed into doing our jobs – we’re here 



because we want to be here, we’re practicing our disciplines because we think they’re 
valuable, and not simply to pay the rent. We don’t need inspectors with clipboards to tell us 
that there is always room for improvement in what we do. That government takes an 
interest in how its money is spent is inevitable and good; that it is more willing to fund some 
activities than others is understandable. But that it thinks these matters trump the 
universities’ need to determine their own strategic direction is, I think, a mistake.  

 


